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High School College Chemistry
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Objective/Learning Target:
The Learner will participate in an online laboratory 
activity to examine the energy involved in chemical 

reactions.   



1. What is Specific Heat Capacity?

2. What type of experiment is used to determine heat 
transfer?

Bellringer



1. The amount of heat (joules or calories) required to raise 
the temperature of 1 gram of a substance 1 oC

2. Calorimetry

Bellringer Answers



Over the next 2 lessons we will perform a virtual lab provided 
by Flinn Scientific.  Today you will view the virtual lab 
regarding energy density, and with the given data you will fill 
out the lab worksheet.  Tomorrow we will go over the correct 
answers and also have an explanation on how this applies to 
the larger world of fuels density. 



Lab

1. Open the file Lab Worksheet. You can either print it off or, 
once it opens, click on File→ Make copy and save it to your 
drive to edit. 

2. Watch the first part of this video Lab Video.
3. Use this link to get the Lab Data fill this into your lab 

worksheet.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ibb73Dwh6ILK5IYJzKn_26traB0oRRJzpHjawQSOD9s/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XMofbXIRL6_gsQ_UJe06dWOsraa4zSWH/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_fcEXwd2iG9LyFW1eFqI6SUqVMKhWRY82pq0aogywBU/edit?usp=sharing


4. For Analyze and Interpret Question #2 you will use the 
equation: q = Cp x m x    T 
q=heat(J),Cp= Specific heat(J/goC), m=mass(g)
  T=Change in Temperature (Tf -Ti) (

oC)
Also, the mass of the water is 50.0g
You can review from your text Section 9.3

https://openstax.org/books/chemistry-atoms-first-2e/pages/9-2-calorimetry


Questions
1. Was all of the heat of the reaction captured in the soda 

can calorimeter?  Explain.
2. What other items would you like to see tested in an 

experiment like this?

Complete answer key to the Lab and a longer explanation 
of how bond energy relates to heat of reaction in 
tomorrow’s lesson. 



Answers
1. No, a lot of the heat would be lost to the surrounding 

air.  You would need something to keep the reaction 
insulated from the surroundings to keep the heat in. 
Some of the heat was also absorbed by the can. 

2. Chips, fritos work well. Peanuts, pecans, almonds. 
Really anything that burns easily. 

Complete answer key to the Lab and a longer explanation 
of how bond energy relates to heat of reaction in 
tomorrow’s lesson. 


